Request to change food service: Round Table Pizza to Hibachi San Japanese Grill.

PRESENTED TO: Titan Student Centers Governing Board

MEETING DATE: Programs and Services; April 26th, 2017

PRESENTED BY: Jared Hill

BACKGROUND
One of the main reasons students and staff come to the Titan Student Union is for the food court. With thousands of students utilizing the space every day, it is important that each food service location is providing the best possible options for our students. Offering fresh and healthy food in the TSU is what students have consistently provided in feedback opportunities. Hibachi San can be found at CSULB as well as Cal Poly Pomona and receives very high ratings from students.

PROPOSAL
Request to replace Round Table Pizza with Hibachi San Japanese Grill.

RATIONALE
Hibachi San offers Japanese inspired cuisine at 28 locations throughout the United States that serve fresh and affordable options that are ideal for on the go students. Hibachi San offers a Tea Bar, Poke, Grab & Go Food, Sushi and many other options.

IMPACT
With construction occurring over summer, impact to students will be minimal.

BUDGET IMPACT
There is a minimal budget impact associated with the proposal. It is expected that all costs associated with this project will be absorbed by ASC.

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
With construction taking place primarily in the months of June and July of 2017, we can hope to have this food service change completed by the start of Fall 2017.